Make Your Space Work
With Color
Make Your Space Work With Color
Natural wood grains. 
Seasonal colors. 
Organic patterns.

People are drawn to a diverse set of materials, colors and textures found in nature. Office workers are craving those touches to make the office feel more welcoming and relaxed — like home.

Bring touches of residential life into your office with our 2020 color palettes and make your space inspiring, cozy, & colorful.

To learn more about the role of materials in the workplace, check out our Material & Trends found on hon.com.
What’s New and Now.

Discover the colors that are trending. Look for palettes that feature these Trend Paints.

- Blossom P8K
- Succulent P8A
- Conifer P8H
- Cabernet P7T

Add color to the cube.

Check out these bold, bright, & harmonious hues. Look for the Colorwav icon on palettes that feature these paint finishes.
Classic Blue is the new go-to shade. Here's a quick glance at a few options we've rounded up.

2020 Color of the Year

\[ \text{Seating Fabric: Dapper} \\
\text{Colorwav: Atom} \\
\text{Seating Fabric: Apex} \\
\text{Panel Fabric: Camira Blazer Lite} \]

\[ \text{Sapphire} \\
\text{P85 (metal)} \\
\text{Royal} \\
\text{Wish PCAMBLT67} \]
Busy Bee

- **Paint**: Fossil P28
- **Trend Paint**: Succulent P8A
- **Seating Fabric**: Maharam Bluff Fauna SMHMBLF22
- **Seating Fabric**: Stinson Nimble Butternut SCFSNIM70
- **Seating Fabric**: Pebble Magma PBLE06
- **Seating Fabric**: Maharam Muse Goal SMHMMUS13
- **Seating Fabric**: Maharam Apt Bengal SMHMAPT25
- **Seating Fabric**: Stinson Paradox Cedar SCFSDOX44
- **Laminate**: Portico Teak LP1
- **Laminate**: Loft LOFT
- **Panel Fabric**: Camira Blazer Lite Worship PCAMBLT59
Tidal

Seating Fabric: Pebble Topaz PBLE09

Seating Fabric: Stinson Ritz Begonia SCFSRTZ01

Seating Fabric: Ensemble Aquamarine ENSB30

Seating Fabric: Maharam Meld Fox SMHMMLD24

Seating Fabric: Pebble Sandstone PBLE07

Colorwav Paint: Regatta RE (plastic)/ P8M (metal)

Laminate: Sterling Ash LSA3

Seating Fabric: Apex Navy APX13

Laminate: Designer White LDW1

Colorwav Paint: Loft LOFT

Panel Fabric: Disperse Ink DISP06
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Knit

- Seating Fabric: Knit
  - Purl Shutter
  - PURL09

- Seating Fabric: Knit
  - Purl Shuttle
  - PURL09

- Seating Fabric: Seating Fabric: Silver
  - Shuttle
  - SX10

- Seating Fabric: Seating Fabric: Navy
  - Ensemble
  - ENSB35

- Seating Fabric: Seating Fabric: Rose
  - Dapper Shuttle
  - DAPR40

- Seating Fabric: Seating Fabric: Quill
  - Fountain
  - QUL06

- Seating Fabric: Seating Fabric: Marharam Meld Waterfall
  - Marharam Meld Waterfall
  - SMHMMLD35

- Seating Fabric: Seating Fabric: Quill
  - Fountain
  - QUL06

- Paint: Paint:
  - Fossil
  - P28

- Paint: Paint:
  - Fossil
  - P28

- Colorwav Paint: Colorwav Paint:
  - Regatta RE (plastic)/ P8M (metal)

- Laminate: Laminate:
  - Natural Recon
  - UNR1

- Laminate: Laminate:
  - Florence Walnut
  - LFW1

- Panel Fabric: Panel Fabric:
  - Spin Willow
  - SPIN05

- Panel Fabric: Panel Fabric:
  - Spin Willow
  - SPIN05
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Foliage

Seating Fabric: Maharam Apt Botanic SMHMAP120

Paint: Champagne Metallic T4

Seating Fabric: Clyde Heirloom CLYD05

Seating Fabric: Clyde CLYD04

Seating Fabric: Purl Shuttle PURL09

Seating Fabric: Blume Fir BLME09

Trend Paint: Conifer PBH

Seating Fabric: Maharam Meld Vine SMHMLD32

Laminate: Florence Walnut LFWI

Laminate: Kingswood Walnut LK11

Panel Fabric: Appoint Nimbus APN16

Laminate: Kingswood Walnut LK11

Laminate: Florence Walnut LFWI
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Refraction

Seating Fabric: Maharam Meld
Fuchsia
SMHMMLD17

Seating Fabric: Maharam Mode
Oriole
SMHMMOD18

Seating Fabric: Blume
Emerald City
BLME07

Paint: Solar Black
PBX

Seating Fabric: Maharam Manner
Kimono
SMHMMAN51

Seating Fabric: Stinson Ritz
Leaf
SCFSRTZ00

Seating Fabric: Maharam Manner
Poplar
SMHMMAN44

Paint: Champagne Metallic
T4

Panel Fabric: Disperse
Coffee Bean
DISP13

Laminate: Kingswood Walnut
LKI1

Laminate: Mocha
MOCH
Ocean Depths

Paint: Designer White PJW

Laminate: Phantom Ecru LPE1

Seating Fabric: Stinson Ritz Spruce SCFSRTZ08

Seating Fabric: Ensemble Scarlet ENSB32

Seating Fabric: Stinson Concentric Ring SCFSNC43

Seating Fabric: Maharam Merit Starfish SMHMMER31

Seating Fabric: Silvertex Mandarin SX11

Seating Fabric: Stinson Concentric Ring SCFSNC43

Seating Fabric: Maharam Merit Starfish SMHMMER31

Seating Fabric: Silvertex Mandarin SX11

Paint: Brownstone P7D

Laminate: Phantom Ecru LPE1

Panel Fabric: Camira Blazer Lite Shelter PCAMBLT60

Laminate: Mocha MOCH
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Wisteria

Seating Fabric:
- Purl Thistle PURL11
- Stinson Hopsack Alloy SCFSHP24
- Stinson Ritz Sage SCFSRTZ04
- Stinson Full Turn Pod SCFSFTN61

Paint:
- Silver PR6

Colorwav Paint:
- Iris P8J (metal)

Laminate:
- Kingswood Walnut LKI1
- Skyline Walnut LSW1

Panel Fabric:
- Camira Blazer Lite Faith PCAMBLT68
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Mosaic

Seating Fabric:
Dapper
Zest
DAPR70

Seating Fabric:
Stinson Ritz
Butternut
SCFSRTZ03

Seating Fabric:
Centurion
Jade
CU83

Seating Fabric:
Stinson Ritz
Dark Salmon
SCFSRTZ98

Paint:
Loft
LOFT

Paint:
Atom
P8S (metal)

Seating Fabric:
Stinson Perimeter
Estuary
SCFSPER77

Seating Fabric:
In Season
Bluejay
ISN007

Laminate:
Kingswood Walnut
LKI1

Laminate:
Mocha
MOCH

Panel Fabric:
Appoint
Espresso
APN23

Laminate:
Mocha
MOCH

Colorwav Paint:
Atom
P8S (metal)

Featuring Colorwav™
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Tropics

Seating Fabric: Maharam Merit
Nectarine
SMHMMER35

Seating Fabric: Maharam Merit
Manila
SMHMMER30

Seating Fabric: Pebble
Talc
PBLE08

Trend Paint: Blossom
P8K

Seating Fabric: Maharam Bluff
Exotic
SMHMBLF21

Laminate: Sterling Ash
LSA1

Laminate: Kingswood Walnut
LKI1

Panel Fabric: Spin
Cavern
SPIN03

Paint: Solar Black
P8X

Seating Fabric: Maharam Merit
Gator
SMHMMER19
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Blue Waters

Seating Fabric:
In Season
Lake
ISNO06

Seating Fabric:
Pebble
Topaz
PBLE09

Seating Fabric:
Ensemble
Aquamarine
ENSB30

Paint:
Designer White
PJW

Seating Fabric:
Clyde
Crate
CLYO12

Seating Fabric:
Maharam Merit
Gator
SMHMER19

Seating Fabric:
Hamilton
Carolina
HAML13

Colorwav Paint:
Regatta
RE (plastic)/ P8M (metal)

Laminate:
Natural Maple
D

Panel Fabric:
Camira Blazer Lite
Mood
PCAMBLT44

Laminate:
Florence Walnut
LFWI
Chameleon

Seating Fabric: Maharam Mode Odyssey SMHMMOD28

Seating Fabric: Stinson Lift Zing SCFSLFT96

Seating Fabric: Stinson Handwork Celestial SCFSHDW51

Seating Fabric: Maharam Bluff Dugout SMHMBLF31

Paint: Titanium P97

Laminate: Pinnacle P9NC

Colorway Paint: Ion P8N (metal)

Seating Fabric: Pebble Zircon PBLI10

Seating Fabric: Maharam Apt Lotus SMHMAPT30

Seating Fabric: Maharam Mode Odyssey SMHMMOD28

Laminate: Silver Mesh B9

Panel Fabric: Camira Blazer Lite Wish PCAMBLT67
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Cozy

- **Seating Fabric:** Purl Alpaca PURL08
- **Seating Fabric:** Stinson Ritz Antelope SCISRZ05
- **Seating Fabric:** Maharam Meld Merlot SMHMMLD18
- **Seating Fabric:** Maharam Manner Valiant SMHMMANS2
- **Panel Fabric:** Camira Blazer Lite Tender PCAMB153
- **Seating Fabric:** Pebble Sandstone PBLE07
- **Seating Fabric:** Maharam Manner Valiant SMHMMANS2
- **Seating Fabric:** Quill Scroll QUL01
- **Laminate:** Lowell Ash LLA1
- **Laminate:** Lowell Ash LLA1
- **Paint:** Cabernet P77
- **Paint:** Fossil P28